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IntrOduCtIOn

i would first like to thank the international Olympic Committee (iOC) 
President, Jacques rogge, and the iOC Congress Organising Commit-
tee for inviting me to give the plenary address on behalf of the iOC at 
this historic conference on the topic of “Olympism and Youth”, a topic 
of great importance to the future of the Olympic Movement. an iOC 
Congress is a rare event, being held every 15 or 20 years, and is an 
important opportunity for the Olympic Movement to assess its strengths 
and weaknesses and forge ahead with purpose and unity.

i have been an iOC member and President of the indonesian Olympic 
Committee for only the past two years, but have a great commitment 
to furthering the Olympic Movement and the principles of Olympism 
throughout the world. as one of the few women members of the iOC, 
it is important to recognise the important role that women play both 
in the administration of sport and as participants. it should also be 
acknowledged that, on occasions, there have been limitations placed 
on the participation of women in sport.

We must all recognise and unite behind the ideal expressed in the 
Olympic Charter that:

“the practice of sport is a human right. every individual must have the 
possibility of practising sport, without discrimination of any kind and in 
the Olympic spirit, which requires mutual understanding with a spirit of 
friendship, solidarity and fair play.”

the title of this Congress is “the Olympic Movement in society” and the 
topic to which this session is directed is “Olympism and Youth”, which 
contains three main themes:

•	 Moving towards an active society
•	 is competitive sport still appealing?
•	 Youth sport events

i will briefly address each of these three main themes and present 
some ideas and points which can be further discussed in the breakout 
sessions that will follow.

theme 1: mOvInG tOwards an aCtIve sOCIety

the reality of our ever-advancing technological society is that all of us, 
including our children, are becoming less active, increasingly spending 
education and leisure time sitting in classrooms or in front of the tel-
evision or computer. this fact is causing great problems for our health 
systems and for the enjoyment and happiness of our people. human 
activity, sport and exercise are natural requirements for a full and 
healthy life, for both physical and mental health.

there are many causes for this problem, including:

1. lack of sporting facilities;
2. Poor resourcing of sports within the school system;
3. Difficulties in communication and access to individuals living in 

remote areas;
4. an ever-increasing demand on children’s time for study purposes;
5. Parents and the community in general being poor role models; and
6. general misunderstanding of the important role of sport and exer-

cise on the body’s health and well-being.

all governments throughout the world spend increasing amounts of 
money each year on health care. however, comparatively few resources 
are directed towards preventative health measures, such as providing 
quality sporting infrastructure and qualified coaches. such measures can 
enable young people to develop healthy lifestyle habits, which will serve 
to sustain and enhance their physical and mental health throughout 
their lives, for a fraction of the cost of the traditional medical approach.

the key message to our young people must be that of achieving a 
well-balanced life – well-balanced between education, work, sport, 
leisure, family and culture. achieving such a balance is the principal 
message of the philosophy of Olympism, and our mission is to con-
vince parents, teachers, young people and governments of all persua-
sions in all countries that the achievement of such a well-balanced life 
is absolutely essential for the full and proper development of all people.

this simple message of balance needs to be taken seriously and not 
treated as if it was some minor issue to be largely ignored. the iOC, 
national Olympic Committees (nOCs) and international Federations (iFs) 
should take a leading role in this mission and promote the Olympic 
values and Olympic principles in all their events, including World Cham-
pionships, regional and Olympic games. regular participation in sport 
and exercise should be seen as an absolutely essential component of 
a well-balanced, healthy, happy and sustainable life for all individuals 
throughout the world.

recently, the indonesian First lady initiated an innovative programme 
of education and interaction with indonesian children in many regions 
throughout the vast territory of indonesia. the aim of the “smart house” 
programme is that every house in indonesia should have adequate 
learning and play facilities for children. the programme seeks to 
embrace all children throughout indonesia, and innovative technologies 
such as “smart cars” and “smart boats” are used to interact, edu-
cate and bring much-needed resources to children in the most remote 
islands and villages. this programme can serve as an example to the 
Olympic Movement in spreading the message of Olympism throughout 
the world using innovative and diverse approaches, which have a natu-
ral appeal to young people.
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theme 2: Is COmpetItIve spOrt stIll appealInG?

Many of our Olympic sports are losing their appeal to the young. at the 
asian Youth games held earlier this year in singapore, several of the 
throwing events had only two competitors. From the 45 countries in 
asia, only two girls competed in the javelin and shot put events, a very 
disappointing result indeed. Furthermore, in many events the number 
of spectators was limited to close family and friends. the Olympic 
Movement needs to respond to this reduced interest, if it is to remain 
relevant to society. Youth games need to be more like sporting festi-
vals, encompassing sports and activities which are fun to participate 
in and watch, together with arts, music, dance, culture and entertain-
ment. Children naturally gravitate towards team sports which they can 
play with their friends, such as football, basketball, volleyball and water 
polo, and these sports need to be promoted and included at regional 
and Olympic games. it is a pity that the number of team events has 
been limited to only four team sports at next year’s first Youth Olympic 
games (YOg), and that only six teams in each of these four sports will 
be fortunate enough to play at the YOg. there are over 200 nOCs, 
and yet only six football teams will be playing at the YOg! We need 
to improve on this participation rate. the Olympic Movement needs to 
closely examine the popularity of competitive sports and respond to the 
changing interests of our current younger generation, if it is to maintain 
its relevance in society.

last year, indonesia hosted the first asian Beach games on the beautiful 
shores of Bali and included many popular fun sports enjoyed by young 
people, such as beach football and beach volleyball, as well as surfing 
and dragon boat racing. the Bali Beach games included an interesting 
mix of culture, dance and sport on the lovely beaches of Bali and were 
truly a sporting/cultural festival for all to enjoy. such an approach needs 
to be considered in the future hosting of sporting events, especially for 
young people.

the Olympic Movement needs to position itself more towards sport for 
all, and away from being seen only through the prism of “competitive 
sports”. the population at large sees the Olympic Movement principally 
as a four-yearly event called the Olympic games, where approximately 
11,000 of the world’s best athletes compete over a two-week period. 
soon this magnificent event will be joined by the YOg, which will see 
3,600 of the world’s best junior athletes competing on the world stage. 
however, the Olympic Movement is much more than this and we need 
to be placing far greater emphasis on a sport for all approach for the 
nearly seven billion inhabitants of planet earth.

a quick glance through the Olympic Charter readily conveys the fact 
that sport for all is one of the main goals of the Olympic Movement. 
however, there needs to be much more emphasis on this objective. Of 
the UsD 134 million budget available to Olympic solidarity World Pro-
grammes for the 2009 to 2012 period, some UsD 61 million (approxi-
mately 46 %) is devoted to the preparation of the relatively small 
number of competitive athletes who will be competing in international 
competitions such as the Olympic games. the budget for sport for all 
programmes, developing activities for the earth’s other seven billion 
inhabitants, is only UsD 2.2 million (approximately 1.6 %). My feeling is 
that these proportions should be far more equal, if the Olympic Move-
ment is to contribute to a greater extent to society as a whole.

this year, indonesia was fortunate enough to receive a UsD 20,000 
grant from Olympic solidarity for a sport for all programme to devel-
op exercise videos and associated written materials to be used by 

indonesian primary school children. it is our hope that this one pro-
gramme will aid the physical development of millions of indonesian 
school children over many years. the exercise programmes and vid-
eos that were produced are available from the indonesian Olympic 
Committee web site, www.olympic.or.id. the exercise programmes 
were developed to be performed with minimal equipment, so as to 
maximise the number of children who can benefit. the “Mass Vol-
ley” programme conducted by the international Volleyball Federation 
is another example of a programme designed to greatly increase youth 
sport participation at little cost.

Many more community and society-based programmes and initiatives 
of this kind need to be developed if the Olympic Movement is to touch 
the lives of many of the billions of people in the world in a meaningful 
way. too many of us spend our scarce resources trying to identify the 
one-in-a-million athlete who will win a gold medal at the next Olym-
pic games, whereas the focus should be on enhancing the physical 
standards and activity levels of all our citizens, and from this universal 
elevation champions will naturally emerge.

theme 3:  yOuth spOrts events

the recent development of youth sports events, such as Continental 
Youth games and the upcoming YOg, is an innovative and exciting 
development for the Olympic Movement. the iOC has been concerned 
about the ever-increasing cost of hosting such games and, in an effort 
to reduce the costs and thereby increase the number of countries that 
can host the games, has moved to limit the size of these games. as 
a result, the YOg will involve approximately 3,600 athletes, well down 
on the 11,000 competing in Beijing. the number of events is greatly 
reduced and a quota system limits the number of athletes per coun-
try. Four “universality places” have been offered to each nOC which 
does not have four qualifying athletes, so that all nOCs can participate 
in these games and, given the very competitive nature of qualifying 
events, most of the 205 nOCs from around the world, including indo-
nesia, will probably field teams of fewer than 10 athletes.

it is difficult to generate much enthusiasm for an event when so few 
participants are involved. the Olympic Movement should therefore 
examine ways of reducing the costs of hosting the games, without 
reducing athlete numbers to such an extent that for many countries 
it becomes an event of little relevance. the Olympic Movement must 
find ways of hosting major multi-sport events so that large numbers of 
athletes from different countries can meet, compete, enjoy, share and 
learn from their interaction.

On a more positive note, the iOC should be congratulated for innovative 
modifications to sports events such as mixed-sex events, and events 
involving a mix of different nOCs competing on the same team. this will 
be a feature of the first YOg and should foster cooperation and interac-
tion between athletes from various countries. however, we have only 
just made a beginning in this area of youth sports events. it is absolutely 
vital that there be more multi-event regional games at the elementary 
school level, and that these events have a sports festival appeal. Many 
young children aged 10 to 14 should be playing sports, interacting and 
learning from each other at sports festivals held throughout the various 
regions of the world. the United nations global sports Fund Camps, 
which involve groups of young children playing a variety of sports and 
educational activities in various countries throughout the world, provide 
a good model that should be extended. at these sports camps, the 
children and officials are taught how to develop similar sports camp 
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programmes in their own countries, so from one such camp many 
programmes can be developed and touch the lives of many children 
throughout the world.

COnClusIOns

as this Congress considers the important question of “the Olympic 
Movement in society”, there is no greater consideration than “Olym-
pism and Youth”. Young people are our future! in recent years, the 
iOC has made bold moves in developing Youth games throughout the 
world, and this initiative is indeed a step in the right direction. Much 
work needs to be done, and efforts to promote understanding of a bal-
anced life for all participants should be a central aspect of the policy 
adopted by the Olympic Movement. this means greater emphasis on 
sport for all activities, and an effort to enhance participation in those 
events and activities that young people find appealing. as all partici-
pants in this xiii iOC Congress move on to the breakout sessions, i 
would encourage them to use all of their collective abilities and intel-
ligence to further the Olympic Movement in society and promote the 
spread of Olympism to all our young people, wherever they are located 
throughout the world.




